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ABOUT THE AADA

AADA is the peak industry advocacy body 
exclusively representing franchised new car 
dealers in Australia. There are around 1500 
new car dealers in Australia that operate 
about 3500 new vehicle outlets. Dealerships 
range from family-owned small businesses 
to larger businesses including three public 
companies operating in regional Australia 
and capital cities across all States and 
Territories. 

The economic impact of the new vehicle 
retailing sector to Australia is also significant. 
The industries total turnover/ sales amounts 
to over $54 billion and the estimated total 
economic contribution is over $12 billion. 
The industry also generates over $9 billion 
in wages and $3 billion in tax revenue. 

Section 1
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

1500 Members

New Vehicle 
Outlets

Fifty Four Billion
in turnover and sales

$12 Billion

Total Economic 
Contribution

$9 Billion

Total  Industry 
Wages

Car dealership businesses are owned by 
individual operators or family groups

88%
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1,189,116
New vehicles sold 

59,297 
Dealer 

Employees

67 car brands 350 models

TAX 
REVENUE

TOTAL

New Vehicle 
Rego

651 Million

Duties
1.1 Billion

Tax
1.3 Billion

, , ,
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AADA makes the general observation that 
the policy initiatives and options under 
consideration as part of the NSW Consumer 
First Review – Motor Vehicles, substantially 
duplicate the work conducted by the ACCC 
in its recently completed New Car Retailing 
Industry Market Study (December 2017). 

Furthermore, the many significant 
recommendations made because of the 
findings of that study are presently under 
consideration by the relevant Federal 
Government departments and ministerial 
staff. In our view, it is premature for the NSW 
government to consider recommendations 
from the Regulatory Policy Unit before the 
ACCC recommendations have been 
reviewed, regulations drafted, or legislation 
passed.

The creation of a separate parallel process 
in NSW will inevitably result in variations in 
approach across the over-lapping legislative 
and regulatory jurisdictions (Federal and 
State) with the potential for misalignment, 
increased cost and consumer confusion – 
opposite outcomes from those intended. 

The Australian new car market averages 
around 1.2 million sales per annum and lacks 
scale when measured against the 
benchmark global leaders such as China (18 
million), the USA (16 million) and Europe (16 
million). 

It is therefore undeniably inefficient and 
cost-intensive for such a small market to be 
subjected to multiple consumer regulatory 
actions simultaneously.

AADA contends that the NSW initiative and 
apparent resolve to independently regulate 
aspects of consumer protection that relate 
to the retail new car business will inevitably 
(perhaps inadvertently) lead to outcomes 
that are not in the interests of consumers or 
the business communities, namely: 

• Increased costs to consumers and 
businesses

• Increased and overlapping regulations.

These outcomes are directly at odds with 
the overarching objectives of sound 
governance and certainly do not work to 
support the ministerial portfolio mission of 
delivering reduced regulation.

OPTIONS UNDER REVIEW 
PREAMBLE

Section 2
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AADA RESPONSES 
ITEM 1

Section 3

A statutory right to consumers to obtain a 
refund or replacement for defective new 
vehicles (‘lemon’ law)

AADA does not support the creation of a 
so-called ‘lemon’ law in NSW for the 
following reasons:

• Such laws have proven redundant, 
ineffective and costly in other 
international jurisdictions where they 
have been implemented.

• NSW consumers are already protected 
by the Australian Consumer Law (ACL).

• Further expanded protections under the 
ACL are likely to result from the Treasury 
responses to the recommendations 
contained in the recently completed 
ACCC New Car Retailing Industry Market 
Study.

• NSW consumers are further protected 
under the existing Motor Vehicle Dealers 
and Repairers Act 2013.

• Elsewhere, intractable difficulties have 
been encountered in properly and fairly 
defining a ‘lemon’ vehicle, and in the 
related definitional challenges around 
reasonable timelines, minor versus major 
faults and assignment of root cause (e.g. 
consumer negligence, abuse or misuse 
of the vehicle etc).

AADA contends that the five points set out 
under heading 1 (‘lemon’ laws) in the 
consultation paper, taken in their entirety, fail 
common-sense tests of commercial reality. 

Accordingly, we offer the following 
comments:

1. The terms defect and substantially impair 
are subjective and in other jurisdictions 
have proven impossible to define in 
practical terms with any certainty of 
outcome. The use of such widely re-
definable terms opens the possibility of 
frivolous or conflated consumer claims 
that force adjudication via courts or 
tribunals, adding to inefficiency and cost 
of the resolution processes. This has 
been our understanding of various 
dysfunctional ‘lemon’ laws in other 
international jurisdictions.

2. Shifting the onus of proof of misuse of 
the vehicle by the consumer onto the 
new car dealer is unacceptable to AADA. 
It is a practical impossibility for a new car 
dealer to have access to all relevant facts 
as to the use and/or abuse of the vehicle 
by the consumer. AADA has examples of 
consumers going to inordinate lengths to 
conceal the facts needed to demonstrate 
that the vehicle has indeed been used 
inappropriately e.g. excessive towing 
loads; street drag racing; unauthorised 
modifications including re-chipping and 
alteration of factory software and 
emissions settings, and so on.
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3. The proposed kilometre and time limits 
are irrelevant for new cars as all factory 
warranties offered on vehicles imported 
into Australia exceed the proposed 
standards. AADA recommends that this 
proposed standard be abandoned as 
unnecessary.

4. Definitional issues arise as to measuring 
the specified number of repair attempts 
and in the definition of reasonable period 
and days off road. These definitional 
issues are exacerbated by attempts to 
condition or mitigate the standard by 
defining exemptions arising from matters 
beyond the new car dealer’s control, for 
example parts supply. All of these 
matters inevitably go to onus of proof 
either by the consumer or the dealer, 
with the practical possibility of again 
making resolution of the matters more 
protracted and costly. 

5. AADA concurs that any ‘lemon’ law 
(which we do not support) if enacted 
must stipulate that all repairs and 
servicing has been carried out at the 
manufacturers’ authorised repairers.

As a general comment under this section, 
AADA questions why trailers and caravans 
are proposed to be exempt from any ‘lemon’ 
law. A lesser standard of build compliance 
applies to trailers and caravans than to 
motor vehicles which are subject to 
Australian design rules. Given the surge in 
caravanning and the grey nomad explosion 
this seems an inappropriate exclusion that is 
likely to disadvantage many NSW 
consumers. AADA recommends that this 
issue be re-examined in any proposed 
amendments to the Act.
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Section 4

Increasing the amount claimable from the 
Compensation Fund (Including Regulatory 
Options 1 and 2)

As to Option 1 (‘lemon’ law) AADA does not 
support this option (see comments in 
Section C above).

As to Option 2 AADA makes the following 
comments:

Increasing the amount claimable from this 
fund will lead to increased levies on NSW 
new car dealers, over time. While the fund is 
presently solvent at the existing levy rate, 
any public announcement of increased claim 
levels is sure to produce claims at these 
higher levels.

As the average claim cost rises the 
regulators will inevitably look to increase the 
funding to ensure long-term solvency. 

Any increase in the levy will naturally be 
taken to account when business operators 
look at overall costs and margins. Higher 
costs to operate in NSW will result in higher 
costs to consumers – an outcome at odds 
with the overall intention of this review.

AADA therefore recommends against this 
proposal.

Option 1 - Amend the Act to provide a 
statutory right to consumers to obtain a 
refund or replacement for defective new 
vehicles.

Option 2 - Amend the Act to increase 
the maximum amount payable from the 
Compensation Fund.

AADA RESPONSES 
ITEM 2
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Section 5

An offence for motor dealers who make 
false, misleading or deceptive statements 
or conceal material facts.

AADA refers the NSW Regulatory Policy Unit 
to the extensive provisions of existing state 
legislation, voluminous precedent case law 
and the effective operation of the ACL.

Reference to the ACCC’s data on false, 
misleading and deceptive statements or the 
concealment of material facts by franchised 
new car dealers reveals that such 
behaviours are virtually non-existent. This 
may not be the situation for non-franchised 
used car traders and we make no judgement 
on that issue. 

Furthermore, it is a verifiable fact that no 
new vehicle manufacturer that imports 
vehicles into Australia would countenance 
business practices as described under this 
proposal. Such conduct would result in the 
immediate loss of franchise by the dealer 
concerned. 

AADA is not aware of dealers losing their 
franchises for these reasons in the last 10 
years.

AADA does not support the proposed 
amendments on the basis that they are not 
justified by consumer experience and 
furthermore that they are redundant and 
needlessly duplicate existing legislation, 
both Federal and in NSW. 

AADA contends that the adoption of such 
amendments to the Motor Dealers and 
Repairers Act 2013 would be inconsistent 
with the Minister’s stated goals of regulatory 
reduction. 

Option 3 -  Amend the Act to make it an 
offence for a motor dealer to make 
false, misleading or deceptive 
statements or conceal material facts 
(whether intended or not) that induces a 
person to enter into a contract or 
arrangement.

AADA RESPONSES 
ITEM 3
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Section 6

An offence for transport service owners 
who permit a contractor to conduct 
unqualified repair work.

AADA makes no comment as franchised 
new car dealers are not operators of 
transport businesses (generally). 
Furthermore, AADA members presently do 
not permit unqualified persons to perform 
work on their customers’ cars. 

This proposal is therefore moot as regards 
AADA members.

Option 4 -  Amend the Act to provide 
that a repairer or a transport service 
owner must not permit a contractor to 
conduct repair work unless they are 
qualified tradesperson under the Motor 
Dealers and Repairers Regulation.

AADA RESPONSES 
ITEM 4
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Section 7

Protecting consumers: Questions

Providing a statutory right to consumers to 
obtain a refund or replacement for defective 
new vehicles (‘lemon’ law)

1. Refer to detailed responses above. 

2. Refer to detailed responses above.

3. AADA does not support such a law.

Increasing the amount claimable from the 
Compensation Fund

4. Refer to detailed responses above.

5. AADA does not consider the limit needs 
to be altered. 

An offence for motor dealers who make 
false, misleading or deceptive statements or 
conceal material facts

5. Number 5 is duplicated in the 
consultation paper) AADA does not 
support this amendment and please refer 
to detailed responses above as to 
reasons why.

6. AADA considers this issue irrelevant as 
AADA does not support the amendment. 

7. AADA does not consider this amendment 
is necessary.

An offence for transport service owners who 
permit a contractor to conduct unqualified 
repair work

8. AADA makes no comment. 

REITERATION AND SUMMARY 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS LISTED IN 
THE CONSULTATION PAPER
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Section 8

Including additional information on the 
public register of licences.

AADA is not opposed to this amendment.

Option 5 - Amend clause 54 of the 
Motor Dealers and Repairers Regulation 
2014 (the Regulation) to include the 
following:

• results of any prosecutions; 

• details of penalty notices issued; and 

• details of an order made by the NSW 
Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
(NCAT) against a licence holder.

AADA RESPONSE TO ITEMS 5 - 9 
EMPOWERING CONSUMERS
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Section 9

ESTABLISHING A PUBLIC ‘LEMON’ 
REGISTER 

Including additional information on the 
public register of licences.

AADA strongly opposes this proposal for the 
following reasons:

• Such a system is open to substantial 
abuse by malicious parties intent on 
targeting certain brands or models on 
the basis of perceived concerns that may 
or may not be verifiable by the facts

• The collection, aggregation, analysis and 
interpretation of the data proposed in the 
consultation paper would place an 
unfairly onerous, irksome and expensive 
burden on franchised new car dealers

• Franchised new cars dealers do not have 
access to or possession of all relevant 
information required to enable a 
complete fair and balanced 
understanding of any specific issues 
arising under the proposed process

• Much of the information envisaged under 
the proposal is possessed and controlled 
exclusively by the vehicle manufacturers 
and importers

• Significant portions of information sought 
under the proposal are subject to the 
intellectual property rights of the 
manufacturers. 

Option 6 - Amend the Act to provide that 
dealers and repairers must provide 
information to the Secretary about repairs 
conducted under warranty. 
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Section 10

AADA opposes this proposal as overly 
bureaucratic, meddlesome and inconsistent 
with the Minister’s stated policy objective to 
reduce regulatory interventions in NSW.

The consultation paper correctly points out 
that there is no evidence to suggest that 
franchised new car dealers are 
unreasonably refusing pre-purchase 
inspections. An amendment to enshrine an 
explicit consumer right via black letter law is 
totally inappropriate and represents the 
solution to a problem that does not exist, at 
least as far as AADA members are 
concerned.

Option 7 - Amend the Act to provide 
that a dealer must allow a consumer to 
obtain a mechanical inspection of a 
second-hand vehicle prior to purchase 
(at the consumer’s expense).

PROVIDING AN EXPLICIT RIGHT TO PRE-
PURCHASE MECHANICAL INSPECTIONS 
FOR SECOND-HAND VEHICLES
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Section 11

OBLIGATION TO ATTACH A COPY OF 
A PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURITIES 
REGISTER (PPSR) CERTIFICATE TO A 
DEALER NOTICE

AADA opposes this proposal on the basis 
that it is a further example of regulatory 
over-reach, totally inconsistent with the 
Minister’s stated policy objective to reduce 
regulatory intervention in NSW.

AADA considers that present PPSR 
disclosures are effective and sufficient to 
properly and fully protect consumers 
interests. 

Requiring motor vehicle dealers to provide 
prospective purchasers with a copy of the 
PPSR report involves dealers in further 
paper-based documentation (already 
excessive) as well as contributing to 
increased printing and copying costs. 
Franchised new car dealers already 
guarantee clear title. AADA is not aware of 
any increase in consumer complaints over 
the titles of cars sold by our members.

Option 8 - Amend the Act to provide an 
obligation on a motor dealer to attach a 
copy of a PPSR certificate to a dealer 
notice.
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Section 12

OBLIGATION TO NOTIFY CONSUMERS 
ABOUT PARTS USED IN REPAIRS

AADA strongly advocates the use of genuine 
parts in all repairs. AADA supports practices 
that require consumers to be informed of the 
use of non-genuine or second-hand parts in 
repairs but questions the need for additional 
legislation. 

Existing Codes of Conduct including, inter 
alia, the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair 
Code of Conduct and the various Codes 
underpinning the Agreement on Access to 
Service and Repair Information 2014 require 
repairers to inform consumers as to the 
provenance of the parts used in all repairs.

AADA opposes this proposal on the basis 
that it is a further example of regulatory 
over-reach, totally inconsistent with the 
Minister’s stated policy objective to reduce 
regulatory intervention in NSW.

Empowering consumers: Questions

Including additional information on the 
public register of licences

Establishing a public ‘lemon’ register 

Providing an explicit right to pre-purchase 
mechanical inspections for second-hand 
vehicles

Obligation to attach a copy of a PPSR 
certificate to a dealer notice

Obligation to notify consumers about parts 
used in repairs

AADA refers the Regulatory Policy Unit to 
the detailed answers provided to these 
questions in the preceding pages.

Option 9 - Amend the Act to provide an 
obligation on a motor repairer to notify 
consumers about parts used in repair 
work prior to work commencing.
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Section 13

Strengthening compliance and 
enforcement - Applying executive liability 
to other serious offences.

Questions

Applying executive liability to other serious 
offences

1. Do you support applying executive 
liability to other serious offences in the 
Act or Regulation?

2. Do you support applying executive 
liability to the specific offences listed 
above?

3. Are there any other offences that you 
consider appropriate to apply executive 
liability to?

AADA members do not engage in the 
serious offences listed in Option 10. AADA 
therefore supports the in-principle extension 
of executive liability as outlined but with the 
significant reservation that more detailed 
work is required to understand how 
proposed NSW legislation might be 
integrated into existing Federal and State 
statues without unnecessary duplication. 

Regarding other offences, AADA notes the 
Federal government initiatives on anti-
money laundering and anti-terrorism and 
recommends the NSW Regulatory Policy 
Unit considers these developments and the 
parallel activities of the various cyber-
security agencies. These entities might 
afford access to improved 21st century 
techniques that allow more efficient tracking 
of persistent criminal and fraudulent 
behaviour by licensed repairers and dealers. 

Option 10 - Amend the Act to apply 
executive liability to other serious 
offences in the Act or Regulation, 
including the following:

• Section 11 (unlicensed dealers);

• Section 13 (unlicensed recyclers);

• Sections 52 and 53 (odometer 
tampering);

• Section 102 (altering, selling or 
disposing of stolen goods).

AADA RESPONSES 
ITEM 10
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CONCLUSION

Section 14

We thank you for the opportunity to 
comment on the consultation paper. We 
would welcome further engagement as the 
Regulatory Policy Unit considers the input 
from the stakeholders. 

If you require further information or 
clarification in respect of any matters raised 
please do not hesitate to contact a member 
of the AADA team. 

David Blackhall  
Chief Executive Officer  
M: 0413 007 833 
E: dblackhall@aada.asn.au

James Voortman 
Executive Director, Policy and 
Communications  
M: 0452 535 696 
E: jvoortman@aada.asn.au

Michael Deed 
Policy Director 
M: 0417 742 956 
E: mdeeed@aada.asn.au
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